
MAXI Range
Front end specifications

OVERALL WIDTH:
TRACK WIDTH:
TURNING CIRCLE:
GROUND CLEARANCE:
WHEEL BASE:

FRAME:

FRONT FORK
BRAKES:
GEARING:
TYRES:
WHEELS:
COLOUR:

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

ORDER NOW:

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:

“Trisled” is a registered Trademark in Australia owned by Ben’s Big Ideas Pty Ltd. © 2012 Ben’s Big Ideas Pty Ltd trading as Trisled. All rights reserved.

BUILT WITH PASSION:

The MAXI Range is built at our factory on the Mornington Peninsula. You can rest easy knowing that this high-quality Australian-made product won’t let you or your clients down.

inspired. human. power.

Trisled’s MAXI range will let you 
carry it, promote it, sell it, move 
it or simply park it in ways you 
never thought possible with a 
bicycle. 

Featuring Trisled’s simple and durable design 
combined with high quality Australian manufacturing, 
MAXI will help you build a pedal-powered empire or 
just get the kids to school in style. 

If your life or business changes, MAXI will change 
with you. In just a few minutes with a couple of tools 
the MAXI front end can transform into at least five 
different load carrying vehicles, giving you flexibility 
and choice. 

We’ve tried to think of everything, but if you think 
MAXI can do more, make it your own with a fully- 
customised back end built by you or the Trisled team.

1200MM
1000MM
4M (OUTSIDE TO OUTSIDE)
200MM
1700MM

AIRCRAFT SPEC 4130 CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM ALLOY AND 1020 STEEL; TIG WELDED; 
POWDER-COATED
HEAVY DUTY, DOUBLE CROWN
160MM DISC BRAKES WITH PARK BRAKE LOCKING LEVERS
9 SPEED 11T-32T
SCHWALBE BIG APPLE
24 X 1.75"
POWDER COATING COLOURS AVAILABLE

• CUSTOM MUD GUARDS: AU$260 (SET OF 3)
• ROHLOFF 14 SPEED SEALED GEAR BOX: AU$1850

FOR A RANGE OF ACCESSORIES AND SPARE PARTS, LIKE LIGHTS, MIRRORS AND TYRES, 
PLEASE VISIT OUR ONLINE STORE.

TO DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS, PLEASE CONTACT US FOR A QUOTATION 
AND DELIVERY ESTIMATE. ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST.

Factory 2/5 June Ave Dromana, Victoria 3936 Australia Tel: +61 3 5981 0337 Fax: +61 3 5981 4227 info@trisled.com.au     www.trisled.com.au
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MAXI Van
If you need a van but love riding a bike then MAXI Van is pure pleasure at the front and business at the back. Featuring a fully enclosed van-like 
back end, MAXI Van gives you security, weather protection and loads of flexible and customisable storage space. When you’re not doing business 
with MAXI Van you can park it on the street for eye-catching promotion. The large aluminium walls will take paint, stickers or vinyl-wrap advertising 
materials. For innovative businesses, the opportunities are endless. Coffee carts, food vendors and delivery services are just some of the 
businesses we’ve thought of that could benefit from a MAXI Van. We’re sure you’ll have other ideas! 

CARRIAGE:  1300 x 850 x 850 (INTERNAL DIMENSIONS); POWDER-COATED ALUMINIUM WITH LOCKABLE  
  REAR DOOR; GAS STRUT OPENING     
PRICE:   AU$5400

MAXI Flatty
If a flat-bed truck and a bicycle were to have a love child, we’re pretty sure MAXI Flatty would be it! This bike’s load-carrying capacity is limited to 
what you can safely tie down on it. So far we’ve tried couches, furniture, building materials and kegs of beer.

CARRIAGE:  1020 STEEL CHASSIS; 2MM ALLOY CHECKPLATE FLOOR  
PRICE:   AU$3550

MAXI Ute
Combine the tradesman’s ute with a commuter bicycle, add a sprinkling of wheelbarrow and you get the MAXI Ute — a heavy-duty all-rounder 
for those who want to carry stuff on a bike. Like other utility vehicles, the MAXI Ute has folding walls that allow you to easily unload your cargo. Fill 
the back tray with mulch, plants, groceries, equipment or train your pet to ride in the back. MAXI Ute is suitable for a range of commercial and 
farming applications.

CARRIAGE:  900 X 900 X 250MM; POWDER-COATED ALUMINIUM; HINGING TAILGATE 
PRICE:   AU$4900

MAXI Media
This super-stylish human-powered promotional vehicle is bound to bring a smile and a breath of fresh air to your potential clients. MAXI Media will 
associate your brand with fun, health, and environmental responsibility, and it will get your message heard in places where other vehicles can’t. 
Whether you want to park it on a street corner or navigate around tight corners, MAXI Media will take your message to crowded areas, laneways, 
city streets, event sites and parks. A large multimedia snap frame allows you to easily mount advertising and promotional posters. 

CARRIAGE:  1800MM X 1200MM MEDIA SNAP FRAME    
PRICE:   AU$4400

MAXI Taxi
Taking the traditional rickshaw concept to its most practical end, MAXI Taxi is a modern take on an age-old transport solution. This pedicab carries 
two adult passengers in a comfortable and roomy carriage and features a lift-up seat for convenient luggage stowage. MAXI Taxi can be easily 
adapted to carry advertising billboards or signs on all areas of the aluminium carriage. Trisled’s front end drive steering geometry makes this 
rickshaw one of the most manoeuvrable on the market, allowing riders to navigate tight spaces and city streets. Trisled MAXI Taxis are also 
available for hire. 

CARRIAGE:  ALUMINIUM; HINGING SEAT WITH STORAGE SPACE
PRICE:   AU$4900

MAXI Me
Still haven’t found what you’re looking for? The MAXI front end can take almost any back end you can dream of. Talk to us about your application 
needs and we’ll design a custom end to suit, or if you want to design and build your own, we can help at any stage of the process. Either way you’ll 
get the best of both worlds: the flexibility of a MAXI that is all yours combined with MAXI’s versatility, manoeuvrability and smooth riding.

CARRIAGE: YOU CHOOSE 
PRICE:  $2900 (FRONT END) + CARRIAGE


